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Introduction

These supplementary movies can be used by the reader to gain a fuller understand-

ing of models of carbon behaviour in melt inclusion systems that were developed as part

of this work.

Data Set DS01.

An excel spreadsheet is provided with the compositions of melt inclusions from the

literature, as referred to in Table 1 of the paper. Major oxides and H2O expressed in wt%,

and CO2 in ppm. The hosts are almost all olivines, but a few other phases are included in

the dataset: column AN (host) provides this information. The flags in columns S-U indi-

cate the method used to obtain the inclusion composition: PEC-corr is set to 1 if a post-

entrapment crystallisation correction has been used, Rehom is set to 1 if the inclusion has

been rehomogenised and bub-add set to 1 if the original inclusion composition has been

reconstructed by addition of a bubble. In some cases, estimates of crustal and lithospheric
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thicknesses are provided in km (columns J and K) and the spreading rate of mid-ocean

ridge segments is given in mm yr−1. The dimensions in microns of inclusions and bubbles

are provided in columns O-R when available.

Movie S1.

Model of evolution of a melt inclusion trapped at 5 kbar with a CO2 content of

1232 ppm. This composition, and the original major element composition of the inclu-

sion, are based upon the Grísvötn composition derived from observations of the Saksur-

vatn tephra by Neave et al. [2015]. On the left panel the lines show P-T paths for host

and inclusion. The blue line shows the imposed host path, and the red dotted line the cal-

culated resultant path for the inclusion. A two-stage decompression model is used, with

isobaric cooling intervals in chambers at two depths. The right panel shows the conditions

of melt inclusion system plotted to mimic appearance of a olivine-hosted melt inclusion

under a petrographic microscope. Bright green is the original olivine host and dark green

is olivine grown on the inclusion walls during post-entrapment crystallisation. The mass

percent of such crystallisation is shown as ‘PEC’. The white circle represents the bubble,

which has a relative volume given by Vb and contains a mass fraction Mb of the initial

CO2 in the trapped inclusion. The inclusion and bubble are assumed to be spherical and

sliced through their centres for the plotting, so that their cross-sectional areas can be sim-

ply related to the volumes. The initial entrapment pressure, Ptr , and the initial CO2 con-

tent of the inclusion, COi
2 are shown in the bottom left. The final conditions at the glass

transition temperature are shown at the top left, with Pex being the external pressure and

Pin the inclusion pressure. The top right shows the compositional properties that can be

analysed in the system: the final CO2 content of the glass and the density of bubble.

Movie S2.

Similar to S1, but using a starting composition of 4500 ppm CO2, trapped at 6 kbar

and with a single-stage decompression model, involving substantial post-entrapment cool-

ing at depth.

Movie S3.

Similar to S1, but using a starting composition of 4000 ppm CO2, trapped at 65 kbar

and with a 2-stage decompression model.
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